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The Purposed Bride Apr 28 2022 Your wedding
day is undoubtedly one of the most magical
experiences in your lifetime. Whether you have
been dreaming of it since you were a little girl or
your wedding thoughts have just now begun,
planning with purpose will help to make your
wedding experience unregrettable and
unforgettable. What God-given purposes do you
have that shape your decision-making process?
What lurking, sinful purposes need to be
confessed and addressed in order to avoid stress
and hurt? The Purposed Bride guides you in
determining your wedding goals and the
motivations behind them. Once your wedding
purposes are identified, The Purposed Bride will
lead you closer to finding God's will for your
wedding by providing Bible-based insight on
aspects of wedding planning and by encouraging
you to pray through each decision. The Purposed
Bride is a perfect companion to your favorite
practical wedding-planning guide. From
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managing your wedding-season relationships
and planning the event's particulars to preparing
a life with your fiance, The Purposed Bride offers
a Scriptural principle, a Bible-based discussion,
a practical activity, and a relevant prayer for
each wedding topic. Using personal anecdotes
both from recent brides, The Purposed Bride
provides "snapshots" from real weddings to
inspire you in what to do (Perfect Pictures) and
in what not to do (Problem Pictures). With the
help of The Purposed Bride, your wedding will
be well on its way to being an intentional,
fruitful experience of worship designed in God's
image and in your unique personality.
Christina Rossetti and Illustration Jun 06 2020
"Lorraine Janzen Kooistra's reading of Rossetti's
illustrated works reveals for the first time the
visual-verbal aesthetic that was fundamental to
Rossetti's poetics. Her thorough archival
research brings to light new information on how
Rossetti's commitment to illustration and
attitudes toward copyright and control
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influenced her transactions with publishers and
the books they produced.
Christina’s Tapestry Dec 01 2019 The first book
in the steamy Tapestries series by New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author N. J.
Walters! “Filled with lush details and interesting
characters, this is a sexy read with a heroine
who’s a strong woman with spirit.” —RT Book
Reviews Captivated by a lush tapestry she sees
in a shop window, Christina Beaumont
impulsively buys it, never imagining how that
one action will change her life. The magical
tapestry not only transports her to a world that
resembles medieval Earth, but also into the arms
of two massive warriors who both want to claim
her. Jarek and Marc, brothers of the House of
Garen, are elated to discover the tapestry has
delivered Christina to them, but ancient
tradition dictates that they must compete for the
right to be her husband. Both separately and
together, the two will indulge Christina in every
sensual way possible, taking her to passionate
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heights beyond even her most intense fantasies.
As the time for Christina to choose between the
two men draws near, she is confronted with
another option: she can return to her own
modern world. Fearing their loss, Jarek and
Marc will join forces to convince Christina to
stay with them, even as they fight a rival family
for the right to keep her as their very own . . .
“Christina’s Tapestry is definitely a keeper.”
—Night Owl Reviews, 4 Stars “N. J. Walters has
penned another awesome book that is sure to
become a keeper, and readers eagerly await her
next book.” —Romance Junkies
My Fair Wedding Feb 12 2021 Fans of WE tv’s
My Fair Wedding have watched celebrity
wedding planner David Tutera miraculously
create celebrations that are each as unique as,
and perfectly suited to, the bride herself—and in
keeping with the theme or mood that is her
vision of her special day. From a chic city loft
feel to retro Hollywood glamour, from exotic
destinations to sleek winter landscapes, David
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has translated the oftentimes scattered,
misguided, or underwhelming visions of his
brides into brilliant and artistic expressions of
love, passion, and personality. But only a handful
of lucky brides-to-be get the wedding makeover
of their dreams as part of the WE tv hit reality
show. Now, you can plan the wedding you want
and deserve with this wonderful companion
volume. It not only features the stories of the
most memorable My Fair Wedding brides from
three fabulous seasons but gives you the “Tutera
touch” as well as expert tools for creating an
affair that you, your groom, and your family and
friends will cherish forever. Not your average
wedding guide, My Fair Wedding is grounded in
David’s philosophy that regardless of budget,
every bride can have a fantasy wedding as long
as the right choices go into the planning—and
every detail counts. Here you will find: •
insightful and indispensable “What Would David
Do?” sidebars • self-quizzes that help you zero in
on your preferences and tastes for a truly
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personalized wedding • real-life etiquette and
time-tested manners that add class to every
occasion • advice and inspiration for choosing
everything from gowns, shoes, hair, and makeup
to invitations, photographers, music, lighting,
centerpieces, favors, thank-you notes, and so
much more • helpful pointers for logistical
planning— transportation, outdoor ceremonies,
timelines, and other factors for keeping things
stress free. Most important, David Tutera helps
every bride-to-be to reach deeper, aspire higher,
become transformed from within, and radiate a
special glow and renewed self-confidence that
lasts long beyond her wedding day.
Shanghai Bride Nov 23 2021 For over ten
years, Christina Chingtsao was a refugee
enduring incredible suffering, first because of
the Japanese invasion and later as a result of the
communist victory in China’s civil war. In
postwar Hong Kong, she single-handedly
brought up her four children, teaching herself
shorthand, typing, and bookkeeping so as to get,
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and keep, an office job. While in Borneo, she
obtained a master’s degree in business
administration. Christina Chingtsao immigrated
to the United States in 1965, where she became
a successful businesswoman. She lives in New
York.
Beautiful Beginning Nov 11 2020 The Beautiful
Bastard series continues in this new
novella—back when not being able to stand each
other also meant not being able to keep their
hands of each other, neither Bennett nor Chloe
could have seen this day coming. One beautiful
bastard of a groom. The most beautiful bitch of a
bride. A panty-ripping office hook-up turned true
love everlasting. Wedding bells can’t chime soon
enough for Chloe Mills and Bennett Ryan. Chloe,
exasperated and stressed by all the last-minute
to-dos, is on the verge of saying “I do” to
eloping. For his part, Bennett’s so worried about
being distracted by Chloe’s body that he makes a
no-sex-until-the-wedding-night rule that only
seems to be making things worse by continually
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backfiring on him. As their crazy families
descend for the big day- only a few of them
actually trying to be helpful- the fiery lovers are
about to test whether the couple that argues
together can keep it together long enough to
exchange rings, and not just heated words.
The Prince Kidnaps a Bride Sep 21 2021
Betrothed in the cradle, Princess Sorcha and
Prince Rainger were destined to rule their
countries together. Then revolution sent Sorcha
to a remote Scottish convent—and Rainger into a
dungeon so deep rumor claimed he was dead.
Now danger threatens, and Sorcha must travel
home with a simple fisherman as her
companion—Prince Rainger in disguise.
Changed by his imprisonment from a careless
lad to a dangerous man, he's determined to win
back his kingdom—and the woman he wants
more than life itself. But can he protect a woman
who believes every person she meets is her
friend, every tavern is an opportunity to sing
bawdy songs, and each turn in the road hides
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new adventure? To keep his princess safe, he
must resort to his most treacherous weapon:
seduction.
Christina Rossetti Sep 09 2020 This title is
part of UC Press's Voices Revived program,
which commemorates University of California
Press’s mission to seek out and cultivate the
brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and
impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893,
Voices Revived makes high-quality, peerreviewed scholarship accessible once again
using print-on-demand technology. This title was
originally published in 1963.
The Matrilineal Heritage of Louisa May Alcott
and Christina Rossetti Jul 08 2020 In an
unprecedented comparison of two of the most
important female authors of the nineteenth
century, Azelina Flint foregrounds the influence
of the religious communities that shaped Louisa
May Alcott’s and Christina Rossetti’s visions of
female creativity. In the early stages of the
authors’ careers, their artistic developments
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were associated with their patrilineal
connections to two artistic movements that
shaped the course of American and British
history: the Transcendentalists and PreRaphaelites. Flint uncovers the authors’
rejections of the individualistic outlooks of these
movements, demonstrating that Alcott and
Rossetti affiliated themselves with their mothers
and sisters’ religious faith. Applying the
methodological framework of women’s
mysticism, Flint reveals that Alcott’s and
Rossetti’s religious beliefs were shaped by the
devotional practices and life-writing texts of
their matrilineal communities. Here, the authors’
iconic portrayals of female artists are examined
in light of the examples of their mothers and
sisters for the first time. Flint recovers a number
of unpublished life-writings, including
commonplace albums and juvenile newspapers,
introducing readers to early versions of the
authors’ iconic works. These recovered texts
indicate that Alcott and Rossetti portrayed the
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female artist as a mouthpiece for a wider
community of women committed to social justice
and divine communion. By drawing attention to
the parallels in the authors’ familial affiliations
and religious beliefs, Flint recuperates a
tradition of nineteenth-century women’s
mysticism that departs from the individualistic
models of male literary traditions to locate
female empowerment in gynocentric
relationships dedicated to achieving a shared
revelation of God.
Rules of Attraction Jan 26 2022 The Rules of
Enticement: A woman should never surrender to
a man without knowing his intentions. A man
should never seduce a woman for the purposes
of revenge. Rules of Society After nine years,
Hannah Setterington has decided tosell the
Distinguished Academy of Governesses and
explore the secrets of her past. To that end she
has agreed to be a companion to the elderly aunt
of Lord Raeburn, a man enshrouded by dark
mystery and haunted by the rumor that he
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murdered his wife. A strong-minded woman
accustomed to the vagaries of nobility, Hannah
believes the rumor to be so much piffle, until she
comes face to face with Lord Raeburn. Rules of
Fascination Dougald Pippard, Lord Raeburn, is
deviously satisfied when his plan to trap Hannah
springs itself successfully. But his satisfaction is
short-lived as the indomitable Hannah draws the
battle lines and kisses him with the pent-up
passion Dougald hasn't felt for nine long years.
The fire that has always flared between them
rages again with every touch, every glance,until
Dougald is almost ready to forget his wounded
memories and plans of revenge for just one more
night with her. Rules of Attraction
Married Life in the Middle Ages, 900-1300 Jan
14 2021 Married Life in the Middle Ages,
900-1300 contains an analysis of the experience
of married life by men and women in Christian
medieval Europe, c. 900-1300. The study
focusses on the social and emotional life of the
married couple rather than on the institutional
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history of marriage, breaking it into three parts:
Getting Married - the process of getting married
and wedding celebrations; Married Life - the
married life of lay couples and clergy, their
sexuality, and any remarriage; and Alternative
Living - which explores concubinage and
polygyny, as well as the single life in contrast to
monogamous sexual unions. In this volume, van
Houts deals with four central themes. First, the
tension between patriarchal family strategies
and the individual family member's freedom of
choice to marry and, if so, to what partner;
second, the role played by the married
priesthood in their quest to have individual
agency and self-determination accepted in their
own lives in the face of the growing imposition
of clerical celibacy; third, the role played by
women in helping society accept some degree of
gender equality and self-determination to marry
and in shaping the norms for married life
incorporating these principles; fourth, the role
played by emotion in the establishment of
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marriage and in married life at a time when
sexual and spiritual love feature prominently in
medieval literature.
The Life of Christina of Hane Jul 20 2021 The
first English translation of The Life of Christina
of Hane, a gripping account of a largely
unknown medieval female mystic "Who was
Christina of Hane? History knows little about
her, but Racha Kirakosian here presents a
fascinating enigma--a mystical compendium
disguised as a saint's Life. Students of medieval
religion will eagerly probe its mysteries."-Barbara Newman, Northwestern University The
thirteenth-century mystic Christina of Hane led
an extraordinary life, but her recently unearthed
case remains to be discovered in the Englishspeaking world. Her disturbing account of
vaginal mutilation, her competition with the
Virgin Mary, and her potentially heretical
statements about the union with Christ are but a
few peculiarities worth highlighting. This
remarkable work sheds new light on convent
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life, spiritual practices, and physical and mental
suffering in the life of medieval women and the
communities they inhabited.
Cambridge Global English Stage 3 Activity Book
May 18 2021 Cambridge Global English (1-6) is
a six-level Primary course following the
Cambridge Primary English as a Second
Language Curriculum Framework developed by
Cambridge English Language Assessment.
Activity Book 3 provides additional practice
activities to consolidate language skills and
content material introduced in Learner's Book 3.
Nine units correspond with the topics, texts and
language input of Learner's Book 3 with each
lesson of the Learner's Book supported by two
pages in the Activity Book. Learning is
reinforced through activities clearly framed
within the 'I can' objectives of the course,
opportunities for personalisation and creative
work and a higher level of challenge to support
differentiation. Each unit in the Activity Book
ends with a quiz or review, offering further
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assessment for learners. CEFR Level: towards
A1.
Producing Masculinity Jul 28 2019 Thoughtful,
witty, and illuminating, in this book Michele
White explores the ways normative masculinity
is associated with computers and the Internet
and is a commonly enacted online gender
practice. Through close readings and a series of
case studies that range from wedding forums to
men’s makeup video tutorials, White considers
the ways masculinities are structured through
people’s collaborations and contestations over
the establishment of empowered positions,
including debates about such key terms and
positions as “the nice guy,” “nerd,” “bro,” and
“groom.” She asserts that cultural notions of
masculinity are reliant on figurations of women
and femininity, and explores cultural
conceptions of masculinity and the association of
normative white heterosexual masculinity with
men and women. A counterpart to her earlier
book, Producing Women, White has crafted an
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excellent primer for scholars of gender, media,
and Internet studies.
A Home by the Sea Dec 25 2021 After a
devastating betrayal, Grace Lindstrom,
returning to home to care for her grandfather,
refuses to surrender her heart until a chance
encounter leads her to the kind of man she has
always dreamed of. Original.
Lost in Your Arms Feb 24 2022 A Groom Who
Can't Remember. Bride Who Wants Desperately
To Forget./h3 Enid MacLean is finally living a
peaceful life when she receivesword that an
explosion has injured the husband she hoped
she'd neverhave to see again. Reluctantly, she
agrees to do her duty but,except for his
distinctive green eyes, the man she nursesback
to health is not the man she remembers. And he
remembers nothing. From the depths of his
amnesia, he reaches out for the woman he
believes is his wife, tempting her with ardent
words and a reckless passion she finds herself
unable to resist. And while Enid finds herself
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losing her heart to this achingly familiar
stranger, she cannot help but wonder how her
husband has become such a dangerous,
seductive man . . . and what secrets he carries
locked away in his lost memories. Last time
marriage cost her her happiness. This time love
could cost her more.
Tall, Dark, and Dangerous Dec 13 2020 Three
stories of love in the Old West follow a
preacher's daughter who falls for the most
notorious man in town, the love affair between a
female sheriff and a Texas Ranger from the
future, and romance between an ex-convict and
the witness who sent him to prison. Original.
The Unhoneymooners Jun 18 2021 THE
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!
Starred reviews from Kirkus Reviews *
Publishers Weekly * Library Journal Named a
“Must-Read” by TODAY, Us Weekly, Bustle,
BuzzFeed, Goodreads, Entertainment Weekly,
Publishers Weekly, Southern Living, Book Riot,
Woman’s Day, The Toronto Star, and more! For
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two sworn enemies, anything can happen during
the Hawaiian trip of a lifetime—maybe even
love—in this romantic comedy from the New
York Times bestselling authors of Roomies. Olive
Torres is used to being the unlucky twin: from
inexplicable mishaps to a recent layoff, her life
seems to be almost comically jinxed. By contrast,
her sister Ami is an eternal champion...she even
managed to finance her entire wedding by
winning a slew of contests. Unfortunately for
Olive, the only thing worse than constant bad
luck is having to spend the wedding day with the
best man (and her nemesis), Ethan Thomas.
Olive braces herself for wedding hell,
determined to put on a brave face, but when the
entire wedding party gets food poisoning, the
only people who aren’t affected are Olive and
Ethan. Suddenly there’s a free honeymoon up for
grabs, and Olive will be damned if Ethan gets to
enjoy paradise solo. Agreeing to a temporary
truce, the pair head for Maui. After all, ten days
of bliss is worth having to assume the role of
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loving newlyweds, right? But the weird thing
is...Olive doesn’t mind playing pretend. In fact,
the more she pretends to be the luckiest woman
alive, the more it feels like she might be. With
Christina Lauren’s “uniquely hilarious and
touching voice” (Entertainment Weekly), The
Unhoneymooners is a romance for anyone who
has ever felt unlucky in love.
Taken by the Prince Sep 02 2022 Only Victoria
knows that Saber Lawrence is a renegade prince
plotting to seize control of his country. But when
Saber kidnaps Victoria to ensure her silence and
vanquish her reserve, he finds that the proper
English governess is not so easily seduced,
unless Saber's willing to surrender something of
his own-his heart.
Twice in a Blue Moon Mar 16 2021 From the
New York Times bestselling author of The
Unhoneymooners and the “delectable, moving”
(Entertainment Weekly) My Favorite Half-Night
Stand comes a modern love story about what
happens when your first love reenters your life
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when you least expect it… Sam Brandis was Tate
Jones’s first: Her first love. Her first everything.
Including her first heartbreak. During a
whirlwind two-week vacation abroad, Sam and
Tate fell for each other in only the way that first
loves do: sharing all of their hopes, dreams, and
deepest secrets along the way. Sam was the
first, and only, person that Tate—the long-lost
daughter of one of the world’s biggest film
stars—ever revealed her identity to. So when it
became clear her trust was misplaced, her world
shattered for good. Fourteen years later, Tate,
now an up-and-coming actress, only thinks about
her first love every once in a blue moon. When
she steps onto the set of her first big break, he’s
the last person she expects to see. Yet here Sam
is, the same charming, confident man she knew,
but even more alluring than she remembered.
Forced to confront the man who betrayed her,
Tate must ask herself if it’s possible to do the
wrong thing for the right reason… and whether
“once in a lifetime” can come around twice. With
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Christina Lauren’s signature “beautifully written
and remarkably compelling” (Sarah J. Maas,
New York Times bestselling author) prose and
perfect for fans of Emily Giffin and Jennifer
Weiner, Twice in a Blue Moon is an
unforgettable and moving novel of young love
and second chances.
Right Motive Apr 16 2021 It’s just another
Tuesday in Rockin, Alaska: one bear cub, two
Bigfoot sightings, three corrupt law officers and
a sting operation that will test new police officer
Gabriella Donatti to the limits. Right Motive is
an all-new stand-alone novella from New York
Times bestselling author Christina Dodd. Set in
the same world as her novel Wrong Alibi, in
small-town Rockin, Alaska, this story is packed
with her trademark mystery, unforgettable
characters, plot twists and humor.
That Scandalous Evening Aug 21 2021 New York
Times bestselling author Christina Dodd spins
the captivating tale of a nobleman whose path
crosses again with the one woman he absolutely
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cannot resist . . . . A Disastrous Season A simple
statue began the scandal. A Lady Concealed An
innocent English miss conceived of it, her hands
gliding across the clay, delineating each
smoothly defined muscle and sinew, creating a
sculpture of the man she worshipped. When the
likeness was exposed, along with Miss Jane
Higgenbothem's secret tendre for Lord
Blackburn, the ton's gleeful contempt sent the
lady back to the country in disgrace. A
Gentleman Revealed Now, a decade later, she's
back in London, as a chaperone to her beautiful
niece. But to Blackburn, Jane's unwitting model,
the cool, reticent spinster is still a challenge.
She once made the arrogant rake a
laughingstock; so why is he tempted to revive an
affair that almost began so long ago, on that
scandalous evening . . . ?
The Accidental Bride May 30 2022 Awkward
Phoebe dreads her forced marriage to her late
sister's husband, but when she finds herself
attracted to him she vows to reinvent herself as
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a woman worthy of his love.
Wrong Alibi Apr 04 2020 Perfect for fans of
Lisa Jewell, New York Times bestselling author
Christina Dodd delivers an all-new thriller,
featuring a bold and brash female protagonist.
WRONG JOB Eighteen-year-old Evelyn Jones
lands a job in small-town Alaska, working for a
man in his isolated mountain home. But her
bright hopes for the future are shattered when
Donald White disappears, leaving her to face
charges of theft, embezzlement—and a brutal
double murder. Her protestations of innocence
count for nothing. Convicted, she faces life in
prison…until fate sends her on the run. WRONG
NAME Evie's escape leaves her scarred and in
hiding, isolated from her family, working under
an alias at a wilderness camp. Bent on justice,
intent on recovering her life, she searches for
the killer who slaughters without remorse.
WRONG ALIBI At last, the day comes. Donald
White has returned. Evie emerges from hiding;
the fugitive becomes the hunter. But in her
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mind, she hears the whisper of other forces at
work. Now Evelyn must untangle the threads of
evidence before she’s once again found with
blood on her hands: the blood of her own
family… “This is Dodd at her brilliant best.”
—Booklist (starred review) on Strangers She
Knows Dodd's twisty suspense will have readers
turning the pages and keeping the lights on at
night.
Rules of Engagement Nov 04 2022 Rules of
Engagement: Choose a bride from this year's
debutantes. Decide on a proper settlement. Send
an announcement to The Times. Inform the bride
of her good fortune. Rules of Respectability:
Devon Mathewes, Earl of Kerrich, has a plan
that is sure to restore him to the Queen's favor.
First, he must hire a sensible, unattractive
governess. Next, he will see to adopting a
properly grateful orphan, which will surely lend
him a patina of respectability. Finally, he must
obtain a guarantee that his orphan and the
governess will better his character and
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reputation without unduly disturbing his
life—love life or otherwise. Rules of Passion: As a
condition of accepting the governess position,
Miss Pamela Lockhart of the Distinguished
Academy of Governesses has a few rules of her
own. Devon at all times must behave with
propriety, an unlikely accomplishment that
would delight the ton and completely astonish
Pamela herself. She must be allowed to choose a
suitable orphan at her own discretion. Most
important, Devon must vow to never ever delve
into Pamela's background, or her appearance,
lest he discover the truth behind the deepest
secrets of her heart. But of course, all rules are
made to be broken . . . An Avon Romance
In Bed with the Duke Mar 28 2022 A return to
historical romance from the New York Times
bestselling superstar Lady's companion Emma
Chegwidden avoids defying society's rules-until
she runs right into the arms of the seductive
Reaper...a mystery man whose goal is justice. Or
is it vengeance? Only one thing is certain: he's
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far too dangerous for the demure Emma. But
some challenges are too tempting to resist...
My Favorite Bride Jun 30 2022 When Miss
Samantha Prendregast arrives at Devil's Fell to
take charge of six rebellious girls, the vibrant,
outspoken governess is not quite prepared to
deal with the tall, dark and dashing master of
the grand estate. The children she can manage
with intelligence, guile . . . and a little bribery.
Their widowed father, Colonel William Gregory,
is not so easily charmed -- and far too easy to fall
in love with, which she dares not do. William
always cherished the orderliness of his life, until
this captivating troublemaker began flouting his
authority and distracting him with her witty
defiance and breathtaking beauty. Despite the
fact that they clash at every meeting, William
finds himself inexplicablydrawn to Samantha's
fire. And now he's even contemplating marriage,
which would be sweet madness indeed. But
before he can successfully woo her, William
must discover what it is that Samantha is hiding
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from him. But the secret the lady is preciously
guarding is far too shocking and dangerous to
ever reveal . . .
Christina Rossetti Oct 11 2020
Glückstal Colonies, Births, and Marriages,
1833-1900 Sep 29 2019 "The database includes
extractions of more than 22,000 birth and
marriage events ... for the Lutheran colonies of
Glückstal, Neudorf, Bergdorf, Kassel, and their
daughter colonies in the province of Cherson,
Imperial Russia"--P. ii.
The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat
Mar 04 2020 In his most extraordinary book, the
bestselling author of Awakenings and "poet
laureate of medicine” (The New York Times)
recounts the case histories of patients inhabiting
the compelling world of neurological disorders,
from those who are no longer able to recognize
common objects to those who gain extraordinary
new skills. Featuring a new preface, Oliver
Sacks’s The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a
Hat tells the stories of individuals afflicted with
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perceptual and intellectual disorders: patients
who have lost their memories and with them the
greater part of their pasts; who are no longer
able to recognize people and common objects;
whose limbs seem alien to them; who lack some
skills yet are gifted with uncanny artistic or
mathematical talents. In Dr. Sacks’s splendid
and sympathetic telling, his patients are deeply
human and his tales are studies of struggles
against incredible adversity. A great healer,
Sacks never loses sight of medicine’s ultimate
responsibility: “the suffering, afflicted, fighting
human subject.”
The Northeastern Reporter Aug 09 2020
Includes the decisions of the Supreme Courts of
Massachusetts, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and
Court of Appeals of New York; May/July 1891Mar./Apr. 1936, Appellate Court of Indiana; Dec.
1926/Feb. 1927-Mar./Apr. 1936, Courts of
Appeals of Ohio.
In a Holidaze Oct 30 2019 THE INSTANT NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER One Christmas wish,
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two brothers, and a lifetime of hope are on the
line for hapless Maelyn Jones in In a Holidaze,
the quintessential holiday romantic novel by
Christina Lauren, the New York Times
bestselling author of The Unhoneymooners. It’s
the most wonderful time of the year…but not for
Maelyn Jones. She’s living with her parents,
hates her going-nowhere job, and has just made
a romantic error of epic proportions. But
perhaps worst of all, this is the last Christmas
Mae will be at her favorite place in the
world—the snowy Utah cabin where she and her
family have spent every holiday since she was
born, along with two other beloved families.
Mentally melting down as she drives away from
the cabin for the final time, Mae throws out what
she thinks is a simple plea to the universe:
Please. Show me what will make me happy. The
next thing she knows, tires screech and metal
collides, everything goes black. But when Mae
gasps awake…she’s on an airplane bound for
Utah, where she begins the same holiday all over
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again. With one hilarious disaster after another
sending her back to the plane, Mae must figure
out how to break free of the strange time
loop—and finally get her true love under the
mistletoe. Jam-packed with yuletide cheer, an
unforgettable cast of characters, and Christina
Lauren’s trademark “downright hilarious”
(Helen Hoang, author of The Bride Test) hijinks,
this swoon-worthy romantic read will make you
believe in the power of wishes and the magic of
the holidays.
Goblin Market Jan 02 2020 This lovely
hardcover gift edition of Christina Rossetti's
most famous poem will enchant readers of all
ages. It features four color and 20 black-andwhite images as well as a reproduction of a rare
Rackham watercolor.
Rules of Surrender Oct 23 2021 The Rules of
Employment for The Distinguished Academy of
Governesses: Always remember your station. Be
sure to maintain a disciplined schoolroom. And
never, ever become too familiar with the master
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of the house . . . Lady Charlotte Dalrumple is
known as England’s most proper governess, a
woman who has never taken a misstep
socially—or romantically. On the surface, she
seems perfectly suited to accept the challenge of
reforming Lord Wynter Ruskin, sadly uncivilized
by his travels abroad. But Wynter has no desire
to be taught manners. He glimpsed an
uninhibited beauty hiding beneath Charlotte’s
prim exterior, and he’d much rather spend his
days—and nights—instructing her in the
pleasures of the body and the passions of the
heart. But before they can love, both must also
master the Rules of Surrender.
The Marshal's Unexpected Bride Oct 03 2022
He sent for a nanny… and ended up with a mailorder bride. Marshal Beau Garrett penned a
desperate ad for a nanny to wrangle the five
unruly children he inherited. So why is this
society miss at his jail claiming to be his
betrothed? Penelope Parker thought the mailorder bride ad was her salvation when she fled
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the city and an arranged marriage. Meddling
matchmakers may be to blame for the mix-up,
but no matter, she won’t go back. With one week
to change Beau’s mind, she’ll just hike up her
muddied skirts, tame the children and prove to
her reluctant groom he needs a wife.
Finding the Family in Medieval and Early
Modern Scotland May 06 2020 In this
interdisciplinary collaboration, an international
group of scholars have come together to suggest
new directions for the study of the family in
Scotland circa 1300-1750. Contributors apply
tools from across a range of disciplines including
art history, literature, music, gender studies,
anthropology, history and religious studies to
assess creatively the broad range of sources
which inform our understanding of the premodern Scottish family.
Bride of the Mist Aug 01 2022 Experiencing a
psychic vision that eventually draws her into the
centuries-old world of Duncan MacKinnon, gifted
writer Kara Fitzgerald becomes enmeshed in the
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enigmatic laird's Highland battle against a
deadly enemy. Original.
Harlequin Desire January 2017 - Box Set 2
of 2 Aug 28 2019 Do you love stories with sexy,
romantic heroes who have it all—wealth, status,
and incredibly good looks? Harlequin® Desire
brings you all this and more with these three
new full-length titles in one collection! ONE
BABY, TWO SECRETS Billionaires and Babies by
Barbara Dunlop Wallflower Kate Dunhem goes
undercover as a wild child to save her infant
niece, but a torrid affair with a stranger who has
his own secrets may turn her world upside
down… AN HEIR FOR THE TEXAN Texas
Extreme by Kristi Gold Years after a family feud
ended their romance, wealthy rancher Austin
reunites with his ex. Their chemistry is still just
as explosive! But what will he do when he learns
she's been withholding a serious secret? THE
BEST MAN'S BABY by Karen Booth She's the
maid of honor. Her ex is the best man. Their
friend's wedding must go off without a hitch—no
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fighting, no scandals, no hooking up! But after
just one night, she's pregnant and the baby
might be his… Look for Harlequin® Desire's
January 2017 Box set 1 of 2, filled with even
more scandalous stories and powerful heroes!
Christina's Cookbook Feb 01 2020 Deeply
evocative of the San Juan Islands, the recipes
and ingredients of Christina's Cookbook give
readers a flavorful tour through all of the area's
eddies, bays, and gardens. Just for starters,
readers can try recipes for Crab Fondue and
Fennel Breadsticks, Mussels with Garden Lilies
and Curry, or Singing Scallops with Sweet Cicely
and Cider. Add to this a side dish of charming
tales and worldwide adventures, and the
innovative recipes become all the more enticing.
Roasted Halibut comes with a story on how it got
its glaze; a millionaire playboy in the South of
France is behind the delicious lamb recipe; and
if readers want to discover how icy Doug Fir
Granitas came to be served at the James Beard
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House, they can open up to the chapter on
desserts (which also includes Poached Cherries
and Lavender Ice Cream). For fans of authentic
Northwest cooking and seafood alike, this
cookbook is deliciously entertaining.
Candle in the Window Jun 26 2019 Lady Saura
of Roget lives a lonely life of servitude—her
fortune controlled by her cruel, unscrupulous
stepfather. Yet it is she who has been called
upon to brighten the days of Sir William of
Miraval, a proud and noble knight who once
swore to live or perish by the sword . . . until his
world was engulfed in agonizing darkness.
Summoned to Sir William's castle, the ravenhaired innocent is soon overcome by desire and
love for the magnificent, golden warrior who has
quickly laid siege to her heart. But there is grave
danger awaiting them both just beyond the
castle walls . . . and a dear and deadly price to
be paid for surrendering to a fiery, allconsuming love.
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